Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of March 24th and March 31st. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF MARCH 24TH (as of 4.4.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Premieres
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS (Season 2) – Thursday, March 27

Specials
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD: NEW YEAR, BIG CHANGES – Tuesday, March 25

Season Finale/Special
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: NEW YEAR’S REVOLUTIONS (Season 2) – Thursday, March 27

TUESDAY, MARCH 25

9:00PM ET/PT
LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD: “NEW YEAR, BIG CHANGES”
After 26 years of marriage, Matt & Amy Roloff have entered into a trial separation. This one-hour special checks in with the Roloffs during the holiday season, when all of the kids have returned home to the farm to celebrate together, but are faced with having to adjust to the new family dynamic.

10:00PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE– “OUR FIRST CHRISTMAS”
It’s Christmas time in The Little Couple household and this year the holiday has more significance than ever. It’s Bill and Jen’s first holiday as parents and they’re eager to make new memories.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26

8:00PM ET/PT
MY 600LB LIFE: SUPERSIZED – “CHUCK’S STORY”
Learn more about 700-lb Chuck, who's immobility left his wife feeling like a single parent, as he undergoes surgery to control his weight. Including details about Chuck's journey that you didn't see in the episode, as well as behind the scenes facts!

9:00PM ET/PT
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – “THE STENCH IS AMAZING”**
If Tim doesn’t grow up and get his home cleaned before his inheritance runs out, he’ll lose the house and end up out on the street. A similar fate is in store for twin brothers Lorrin and Orin if their decades-long compulsion can’t be curbed.

**THURSDAY, MARCH 27**

8:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “NEVER BOO-FORE SEEN”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – Alana shares a collection of Never Boo-fore Seen moments in this exciting special! June and Sugar Bear get personal in couples therapy and the family reveals TMI that’ll make you cringe. You’ll also get a sneak peek at the behind the scenes.

9:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “NEW YEAR’S REVOLUTIONS”**
There’s less than a week left until the New Year and the family scrambles to complete last year’s New Year’s Revolutions in this 90-minute season finale. Committing to a resolution is one thing, but Anna’s boyfriend Michael has a plan to get the whole family involved in a proposal.

10:30PM ET/PT
**AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS: “HE SPELLED MY KIDS’ NAMES WRONG!”**
Tattoo Artist Jeremy Swan tackles the misplaced anger of his client, Anastasia’s youth. In addition to covering up this grisly tattoo, Jeremy must translate Anastasia’s vague feedback into an inspirational piece. Meanwhile, tattoo artist Megan Massacre is forced out of her comfort zone when Rick, her client, requests a biomechanical panel. Finally, artist Tim Pangburn is blindsided by the size of a soldier’s poorly laid out tribute to his home state.

**FRIDAY, MARCH 28**

8:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: UNVEILED: “NOTHING ORDINARY HERE”**
Featuring show facts, tweets, and the all-new “Ring Bling”... Erin wants a blue dress for her destination wedding, but she must first convince her skeptical entourage. Kate is in search of a unique dress that incorporates color. Heather’s entourage is shocked when she proudly shows off her flower-patterned gown.

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: “MY DAY, MOM’S WAY”**
Pageant Queen Anastagia wants to choose her own dress for once – but she needs to battle her mother’s strong influence first! Christalyne must broaden her color pallet to please traditional Indian in-laws. Lisa butts heads with her mom over an ivory gown.

9:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: RANDY KNOWS BEST: “TOP 10 DOTING DADS”**
Navigating family dynamics during bridal appointments is what bridal expert Randy Fenoli does best. He’s helped countless fathers see their little girls turn into blushing brides. From fathers who can’t let go, to dads with big opinions, Randy counts down the Top 10 Doting Dads.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “SAY LESS TO THE DRESS”
Kayla hopes that wearing her mom’s dress will strengthen their relationship but the ruffled 80s gown isn’t exactly the simple dress she wants. The pressure is on for Kelly and Sam to deliver not only a winning gown, but to create a bonding experience too.

SUNDAY, MARCH 30

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM - “BACK TO SCHOOL”
Theresa thinks it’s time for her to go back school, and tries her hand at attending an Italian class. After just a few lessons, she decides she is ready to go to an Italian restaurant and try out what she’s learned, embarrassing Larry in the process. Then, Theresa reconnects an adopted girl with her deceased biological father, and brings closure to a woman whose mother passed away.

9:30PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM - “MEDIUM LOVE”
This year, Theresa decides she will take control over her and Larry’s Valentine’s Day plans, but will unanticipated forces ruin the entire evening for them? Then, Theresa reunites a skeptic with the spirit of her mother, and when Theresa connects the spirit of a long-deceased man with his sister, the results are shocking.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY FIVE WIVES - “HAVE YOURSELF A MERRY WILLIAMS CHRISTMAS”
It’s the holidays and the Williams are looking forward to spending time together. First wife, Paulie develops empty nest syndrome when her oldest kids start to fly the coop. Then, fourth wife Nonie throws the office Christmas party all on her own.

WEEK OF MARCH 31ST (as of 4.4.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Premieres
19 KIDS & COUNTING (Season 8) – Tuesday, April 1
MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING (Season 3) – Thursday, April 3

Special
MY BIG FAT AMERICAN GYPSY WEDDING: MOST BLINGTASTIC MOMENTS – Thursday, April 3

TUESDAY, APRIL 1

9:00PM ET/PT
19 KIDS & COUNTING: “A DUGGAR SAYS YES”
When Ben and Jessa's courtship becomes official, the Duggar boys put Ben to the test, making sure he’s ready to take care of their sister. Later, the tables are turned when Jessa visits Ben’s hometown and gets hit with some serious questions during a double date with Ben’s parents. And the whole family reflects on what it means that a Duggar daughter may soon be leaving the nest.

10:00PM ET/PT
THE LITTLE COUPLE – “OUR NEW NORMAL”
Episode description unavailable at this time.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2

8:00PM ET/PT
MY 600LB LIFE: SUPERSIZED – “CHUCKS STORY”
Chuck weighs almost 700lbs and it has hindered every aspect of his life. He’s had to downsize his business and his wife feels like a single-parent, who is ready to leave him. Can Chuck take control and reclaim the life that’s slipping through his fingers?

9:00PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE– “IT’S A RAT’S NEST”
Over the course of their seven-year relationship, Susan has always gently tolerated boyfriend Doug’s ceiling-high piles of junk. That changed, however, when his hoarding caused Susan to have a traumatic fall breaking her knee and femur, nearly crippling her for life. Now, if Doug doesn’t get a handle on his extreme compulsion to collect things within the month, he stands to lose not one, but two houses he’s filled with clutter as well as Susan.

THURSDAY, APRIL 3

8:30PM ET/PT
MY BIG FAT GYPSY WEDDING – “MOST BLINGTASTIC MOMENTS”
From larger-than-life dresses, to the sweetest ‘I Dos,’ and explosive family feuds, we revisit the wildest, wackiest, and truly unforgettable laugh out loud moments in this 30-minute “Blingtastic” special.

9:00PM ET/PT
MY BIG FAT GYPSY WEDDING – “A LOVE WORTH FIGHTING FOR”
Two star-crossed teen lovers from feuding gypsy families are determined to marry, despite the fact that their controlling moms try to keep them apart. A young gypsy boy attempts to make Romanichal history by becoming the first gypsy jujitsu champion.

10:00PM ET/PT
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS: “TATTOOED IN A PUBLIC BATHROOM”
Tattoo artist Megan Massacre faces a serious challenge when covering up Joey’s funny guy tattoo. Fortunately his best friend saves the day by suggesting the portrait of a timeless movie star. Meanwhile, tattoo artist Jeremy Swan and his client, Debra, explore ways to express her spiritual transformation through her cover-up. And finally, tattoo artist Tim Pangburn develops a moving tribute for his client, Keith’s, most colorful supporter. He just needs him to sit still long enough for Tim to finish.

10:30PM ET/PT
AMERICA’S WORST TATTOOS: “I’LL NEVER LET A BOYFRIEND TATTOO ME AGAIN”
Tattoo artist Tim Pangburn struggles to calm his nerves as fellow artist, Megan Massacre, turns to him for help covering up one of her tattoos. The collaboration process progresses without a hitch, however, Tim must now deliver a unique piece for a discerning eye. Meanwhile, Jeremy Swan is floored by his client, Dirk’s, ‘party favor’ tattoos. And finally, Megan helps tattooed model, NeyNey, cover up a piece that’s painfully distracting.

FRIDAY, APRIL 4

8:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: UNVEILED: “MORE MONEY, MORE PROBLEMS”
Featuring show facts, tweets, and the all-new “Ring Bling”... Having recently eloped, Lauren wants an ultra-sexy dress to wear to her family reception. In search of the perfect dress, money is no object for fashionista Aleshia. Kandice is concerned her custom made gown may not be all that she hoped for!

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: “DESIGN INTERVENTION”
Patti Ann travels from Chicago to find the perfect dress for her destination wedding in the Bahamas. Merav has expensive taste, but will her budget hold her back? At Stephanie’s fitting, she’s surprised by a very special guest!

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: RANDY KNOWS BEST: “TOP 10 EXTRAORDINARY ENTOURAGES”
The success of a bride’s dress search often hinges on who she brings along to help her decide. From opinionated family members to practical jokesters, Randy counts down the top 10 most extraordinary entourages to ever crash the couch.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “THE SISTERHOOD OF THE TRAVELING DRESS”
A family tradition was born when Kara’s older sister wore her mother’s wedding dress. Now, the ball’s in Kara’s court and she isn’t exactly in love with the 70s turned 90s dress. Will Kelly – or Sam – be able to turn this bride’s fears to cheers?

SUNDAY, APRIL 6

9:00PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM - “THERESA VISITS JAIL”
Theresa is so touched reading a woman whose son passed away in jail, she decides to do a group reading in a Long Island prison. While there, Theresa witnesses the harsh realities of being incarcerated, and is able to connect an inmate with her father. Later, Theresa connects another incarcerated woman with her family, in one of the most touching and surprising readings to date.

9:30PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM - “CHINESE NEW YEAR”
Continuing to fill her empty nest with new activities, Theresa decides to investigate and celebrate Chinese New Year for the first time. Then, Theresa brings comfort to several generations of a family who have had a rough couple of years, and delivers a beautiful message from a father to a son.
Fifth wife, Rhonda runs into roadblocks as she looks further into adoption. But a possible health scare has her reconsidering her options. Later, Brady goes into overprotective Dad mode when he learns that one of his teen daughters wants to start dating.